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● Everlane started as a startup company and was found in 2010 by Michael 

Preysman and Jesse Farmer as online menswear e-commerce (Britt, 2011). 

●  It is designed to provide consumers with high-quality product basics at an 

affordable reasonable price point.

● Everlane is known to be minimalist, contemporary, modern and 

straightforward.

● Everlane does not focus on any fashion trend, they focus more on growing the 

business, and attracting new customers and as well as satisfying their loyal 

customers. 

Everlane 



Mission Statement

We believe we can all 
make a difference“ ”



People want transparency in two ways;

1.  People want to support a brand that uses ethical labor. 

2. They want to know if they are being ripped off or not 

Everlane compares their product prices versus the traditional retail price.





● Upper middle class

● Urban

● Educated

● Conscious consumer 

● Ages between 21 - 34 

Target Market / Location 

Located: 

● Los Angeles 

● San Francisco

● New York 



● Everlane uses Sailthru, an innovative platform for email, web, 

and mobile and it is an integrated marketing solution.

●  It can help Everlane to have more a personalized approach, and 

the ability to capture customer data and gain actionable insight 

into browsing behavior and buying patterns (Lowery, 2018). 

●  With the help of Sailthru’s support, they can remove the 

bottleneck between marking functions and developers engineer 

functions which it helps them to build the business

Everlane Utilizing Technology 



Social Media 

●  Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter

●  Everlane does not advertise their brand on television or billboards, 

they advertise their brand through word of mouth and social media.

● Transparency Tuesday 



ReNew

https://vimeo.com/295913312

●  Everlane surprised customers with their new sustain 

collection for winter on social media, known “ReNew 

collection.”

● It is a part of virgin the plastic-free line of outerwear, an 

environmental conscious. Everlane announced by 2021, and 

it will eliminate all virgin plastic from its supply chain.

● They use a recycled plastic bottle as renewed materials for 

their “ReNew” collection products.

https://vimeo.com/295913312


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6lrpMzXQe4

● Everlane does not only provide information about their products but 

also features their ethical factories, show their customer inside their 

factories and demonstrate pictures and videos.

● They spend months finding the best factories for their company and 

visit them often and build a strong personal relationship with the 

owners. 

● The benefits of Everlane, there is an option called “Choose What 

You Pay,” when the product is selling out, Everlane let the 

customer to choose, and it gives a 20% off to 5% off the original 

price. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6lrpMzXQe4


● Most retail companies sell their products on Instagram, 

known as Instagram’s shoppable post feature. 

●  Everlane could improve their Instagram post to 

shoppable posts, which it would offer an opportunity for 

Everlane to turn their followers into customers. 

● Everlane could improve or find a solution to restock the 

items quicker or let the customer know when would it be 

restocked again.

Conclusion 
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